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President’s Message

Eloise Gore
President

I want to thank the Newsletter readers who responded to last
month’s request for comments and suggestions about the length,
frequency, and content of the Newsletter. Susan Broaddus and I
heard from a small number of residents, most of whom praised the
current content and frequency and managed the length by skipping
over articles not of interest to them. We were glad to hear that the
easy link from the e-blast directly to the Newsletter was helpful.
Susan is working on some revisions to the newsletter format to

improve readability.
The Colleen and Ron Hospitality team deserve still more kudos for the creative and very successful Fiesta
on May 19. A convenient food truck and the return of the ever popular Over Easy Band combined to make it a
wonderful evening. Hospitality will have more on this event on p.4.
Steve Rissler, who has lived in SMR for just one year, is already making significant contributions to
the Community. He is on three committees: IT, Recreation, and Architecture. He developed an important
improvement that involves both IT and Recreation: a keyless entry system for the pools and the court. This
project has been under consideration by the Board for some time, but Steve jumped in and investigated the
options and presented a complete proposal to the Board, which unanimously approved it. We gave Steve a
heartfelt round of applause. More about this in the Recreation article on p.2.
But wait, there’s more. In his “spare” time Steve is becoming Chair of the Architecture Committee! He will
join the Board and take over leadership of this very important committee effective July 1. Janet Pearce Foster
is resigning from the Board to pursue several very exciting activities that will take her on a journey to the other
side of the world. Fortunately, Janet is not leaving SMR and will remain on the committee for several months.
Janet has been an outstanding and very dedicated Board member and Architecture Chair. We are very sorry to
lose her from the Board, but glad she will still be here as a valued neighbor.

Also coming soon, more improvements to the interior of the Clubhouse. Planning is underway now to take
the measures needed to improve the acoustics. The new surfaces in the Clubhouse are beautiful, but we need to
address the echoes that they cause. More to come over the summer.
SMR welcomes dogs almost everywhere in the community. However, pets are not permitted at the pools or
on the tennis/pickleball court; that is, not allowed within the fence around the pools and the court, nor in the
Clubhouse. Please comply with this rule which protects people and facilities. This rule is in compliance with
State law and Pima County regulations. Sorry, no exception for parties at the pool.
Happy summer to all.
Eloise Gore
President
president@smrhoa.com

Kathleen
Flaherty

Pools

Recreation

Keyless access is coming to SMR recreation facilities
Last month, the SMR Board approved the addition of a keyless
Recreation Chair
access system for our pools and tennis court! If you have checked
into a hotel room recently, you are already familiar with these
systems, and you already know how to use SMR’s new system.
Instead of a key, you will use a “fob.” A fob is a small plastic disc that fits on a keychain and does the same
thing as a key. To open the door, you hold the fob close to the digital lock, and the lock opens. After you walk
in, the door locks behind you.
The existing keyed locks at both pools and the tennis court will be replaced with digital locks that are operated
with fobs. Over time, we will evaluate whether it makes sense to use digital locks on the Clubhouse. For now,
the Clubhouse will continue to be accessed using a key.
Soon, we will be planning some “transition events” where we will be distributing fobs to all residents. You
will learn more about these events in upcoming e-blasts in June. Equipment has been ordered, and we expect to
have the system installed and operational in the June-July time frame. We do not expect any disruption to pool
and tennis court access while the system is being installed.
Snowbirds who have left SMR for the summer will receive their fobs in the fall, when they return to SMR.
More about that in a future newsletter.
Clubhouse

It has come to the attention of the Committee that the Clubhouse acoustics need some improvement. The
Clubhouse remodel has improved the floors, lighting and usage of space, but the removal of the carpeting and
drop-ceiling has unexpectedly caused sounds to “bounce” off the walls and floor, resulting in quite a bit of
echo when small groups use the room. We are investigating options to reduce the echo, such as wall and floor
coverings or even newer technology acoustic dampers on the ceiling. We will keep you posted on our progress
in solving this issue.
Yoga

We are sad to report that the weekly yoga classes have been suspended until further notice. Our instructor
Nancy Bower suffered a shoulder injury and will not be able to hold classes. We wish her well and a speedy
recovery.
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Tennis Court

The Board recently approved our proposal to replace the court lights with LEDs. This means brighter and
more efficient lights. The extra fixtures on the end poles will also eliminate the dark dead area at the back lines
of the pickleball courts. Our game should be greatly improved now that we will all be able to see the balls
coming! Installation will be completed in one day and is scheduled for June. If you haven’t tried playing in the
evening, give it a try under the new lights. It is cooler and, as an added bonus, you get to
enjoy a beautiful sunset.
Book Nook

Nothing new to report – we have a large selection of good books available to residents.
Come and check out our bookshelves.
Steve Rissler, at reckeys@smrhoa.com, for the Recreation Committee
Questions? Contact Kathleen Flaherty at recreation@smrhoa.com

Roads

Those of us who have lived in more northerly and colder climates
are familiar with sidewalks that twist, move, and crack over the
John Mitchell
course of the year. Frost-heave, due to the freezing and thawing of
Roads Chair
the ground, which we don’t have here, moves the concrete slabs
around. Tree roots from the large trees that we have so few of here
can lift up a slab and sometimes cause it to break. Fortunately, our
SMR sidewalks rarely experience any of these events.
However, some of our sidewalk sections do move and crack, and repairs are necessary. The Roads Committee
has gone over all of our sidewalks and marked off with pink paint the locations where repairs are needed. The
paint should call your attention to a few places where you may need to be careful as you walk.
We have contacted vendors and are awaiting quotes for repair. We anticipate that we will be able to get our
sidewalks into “as good as new” shape by the fall.
John Mitchell
Roads Chair
roads@smrhoa.com

Tell us your thoughts about the newsletter

As Eloise Gore mentioned in her president’s message,
we’ve received a few comments from residents about how
they view the SMR Newsletter, and we’re looking at what we
can tweak here and there to make it easier for you to find the
information you care about the most. What do you think?
We are extending our period for input through Aug. 15; please send your comments to our newsletter
editor, Susan Broaddus, by email to pubs@smrhoa.com.
Note our summer schedule: The next issue of the newsletter will post on July 15 – this is our midsummer
July/August issue – to be followed by the September issue posted the first of that month. Thanks for reading.
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Hospitality Committee

What a great turnout we had for our May 19 Fiesta event!
With our first-ever food truck – Quesadillas and More – and
the return of the Over Easy Band, more than 90 residents came
Hospitality Co-Chairs
to enjoy an evening filled with conversations, good food and
drinks, and great music.
Thank you all so much for coming, and thank you to Jay
Flaherty and Jim Halterman for providing the tunes.
We received terrific feedback on this event, and we plan to do more of these. The food truck owner, Tom
Jacob, knows many other food truck operators in Tucson that offer a variety of food options. He will be happy
to refer us to them for future events.
Hospitality will be on hiatus from June through August but will be busy working on some fun events for the
fall, starting in September.
Special thanks to our Hospitality Committee members for all you do to make these events happen.
Happy Summer everyone!
Ron and Colleen
hospitality@smrhoa.com

Colleen McAuliffe
& Ron Flynn

More than 90 residents attended the May 19 Fiesta event, which included food fron Quesadillas and More
(stationed just outside the SMR clubhouse) and music performed by the Over Easy Band. Additional photos p.5.
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More scenes from the May 19 SMR Fiesta

Shown, top right, are Jay Flaherty and Jim
Halterman of the Over Easy Band. Group shots
(including our resident dancers) courtesy of
Colleen McAuliffe.
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Nominating Committee

The committee is happy to announce that Steve Rissler will be
joining
the Board in the role of Architecture Chair, effective July 1.
Colleen
He will be finishing out the term of Janet Pearce Foster, who will be
McAuliffe
stepping down to pursue other activities. He joined the committee
Nominating Chair
earlier this year and is getting up to speed on all things Architecture.
Welcome Steve!
We are continuing our work in filling the positions of Secretary and
Treasurer. Please let me know if you have any interest in serving on the Board now or at any time in the future.
Colleen McAuliffe
Nominating Chair
nominations@smrhoa.com

Architecture

This is my last newsletter as I will be resigning as chair effective
July 1. It has been a pleasure to serve in this capacity, which has
Janet Pearce
afforded me the opportunity to learn about the community and get to
Foster
know its individuals. Additionally, serving on and working with the
Architecture Chair
Board is a privilege, and I would like to especially call out both Jim
Warner, immediate past president, and Eloise Gore, who currently
holds the title. Together with them, the balance of the board and,
most especially, my committee members, we have been able to assist homeowners with their property concerns.
On July 1, the chairmanship will pass to Steve Rissler, who will introduce himself following this one last
bit of Architecture news. All SMR residents should have received the recent e-blast concerning the repair
and maintenance of SMR sidewalks. If you observe a sidewalk that needs attention, please contact the Roads
Committee as soon as possible, especially as they are planning repairs in the fall. And, if you can, take a brief
look at the updated sidewalk and driveway section in the ADR posted online under Architecture.
✧✧✧
From Steve Rissler: First, I’d like to thank Janet for her service to SMR and her leadership of the
Architecture Committee. I have watched her balance the written standards of this community with the needs and
desires of individual residents, all the while keeping the big-picture perspective in clear view. I am fortunate to
have her experience and skill available to me during this transition.
For those of you who don’t know me, I first became a Tucsonan back in 2006 and lived in the Catalina
Foothills Estates area, several miles west of Fairfield. I spent six years as the CIO for Tucson Electric Power
(TEP) and later began a consulting practice, where I traveled and worked with many electric utilities in the west
to modernize their grid operations and improve their IT systems. I’ve also worked in several other industries,
including retail, direct marketing, manufacturing, and finance.
In 2021, my wife Kelly and I decided to move back to Tucson in preparation for retirement, and we are
thrilled to be part of SMR. The self-managed aspect of the HOA is something that appealed to us, and I was
immediately interested in contributing to maintain this great community. I have become involved with the
Recreation and IT Committees, and recently joined the Architecture Committee. I will be working closely
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with Janet over the coming weeks to assume her duties, with the goal of providing the same high standards of
performance she has given to SMR. I look forward to meeting more SMR residents in the future.
✧✧✧
Janet: Before I close my last column, it is important that I give credit to the terrific individuals and effective
group that make up the volunteer SMR Architecture Committee. Our members show dignity and respect for
each other and for the homeowners, always keeping in sight the right to their privacy as well as safety, quality,
and style as it relates to property maintenance. It is a committed group of professionals who dedicate their time,
talent, and experience for the benefit of our residents. I know that Steve will have strong support as he begins
his role as chair. I am grateful to him and to the members for carrying forth with this important aspect of our
self-governance.
Janet Pearce Foster, Chair
architecture@smrhoa.com
The next Architecture Committee meeting is Monday, June 6, 3-5 p.m. at the Clubhouse patio. If you
wish to attend, please contact architecture@smrhoa.com at least two days prior to the meeting. Please
note that there are no meetings during July and August. The meeting for September is scheduled for
Monday, Sept. 12.
REMINDER #1: If you plan to sell your home, please contact Larry Kolonel, Resale Contact at resale@
smrhoa.com before putting your house on market. Remember, that this inspection will need to be complete
and documented before the house can go into escrow. Thank you in advance for your cooperation.
REMINDER #2: If you are contemplating any exterior project work, please check the Architectural Design
Reference (ADR) or contact architecture@smrhoa.com BEFOREHAND regarding the SMR Project
Application requirement. Failure to do this may result in fines, unnecessary delays and/or expensive revisions.

Neighborhood Watch

SMR Neighborhood Watch Volunteer Opportunities

Neighborhood Watch has several opportunities for YOU as a
volunteer.
Volunteers are a major reason that SMR is such a special
Neighborhood
Watch Chair
place to live and has such a remarkable reputation. YOU CAN
HELP! Here are two opportunities to consider:
 Volunteer as a Monitor for SMR Pools and Court – Keeping
SMR safe by accessing our motion-sensitive camera systems is
easy to do from your home and your smartphone. Notifications come right to your smartphone. Report any
intrusions to me for appropriate action. Takes about five minutes per day. Work with a partner during your
assignment. Assignments are for a single month, three times per year. Call me for details.
 Sign up as an SMR Neighborhood Watch Block Captain – Join a team of 25 neighbors who are Block
Captains for the 13 streets in our SMR Neighborhood. You would be responsible for eight to 15 homes on the
block you live on. Three main duties: 1) Keep the post lamps on your street lit. 2) Welcome new neighbors with
an SMR Welcome Packet when they first move in. 3) Report any security/soliciting events to me for appropriate
action. I am seeking Block Captain volunteers for Carrillo and Ferro. If you don’t live on either of these streets,

Bob Shaff
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volunteer anyway! I’m sure that I can find an opening for you. Call me for details.
SMR Neighbors Helping Neighbors

When new neighbors Sally Chapman and Jim Knutsen moved into their new home at 6870 Colorada,
they were welcomed by their Block Captain Mary Beth Kuehn with an SMR Welcome Package. A bit later,
fellow neighbors Len and Janine Schulwitz met with Sally and Jim and walked them up and down Colorada,
introducing them to their new neighbors.
This is a great example of Neighbors Helping Neighbors that makes SMR very special place to live. Thank
you, Len and Janine! Welcome to SMR, Sally and Jim!
If you have a story to share that is an example of SMR Neighbors Helping Neighbors, please give me a call to
tell me the story and I will share it to inspire others to do likewise.
Here is to a SAFE SMR community, one that enjoys and protects our facilities, engages with our neighbors,
and that makes SMR a very special place to live.
Bob Shaff
SMR Neighborhood Watch Chair
neighborhood@smrhoa.com
520-981-0648

Database

Herb Burton
Database

Please submit any updates, changes, corrections, and new
information to: database@smrhoa.com
 Welcome to SMR: Jim Knutsen and Sally Chapman, 6870 E.
Via Colorada
Jim: knutsen.jim@gmail.com; 612-239-5633
Sally: sjchap64@live.com; 651-245-2486
Herb Burton
Database Manager

Advertising by Residents

SMR residents may place ads by submitting copy and a photo (if any) by the 15th of the the month preceding
the newsletter issue date (the first of the month, except for the combined midsummer issue on July 15). Ads are
limited to 50 words and should include a phone number and/or email address. The ad is good for one issue; for a
repeat, a new request is required. Ads should be submitted by email to pubs@smrhoa.com.
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Please support our advertisers
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Please support our advertisers
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❖ SMR Photo Gallery ❖

Ta-da!

Ruby Rainbow Hedgehog in bloom. Photo courtesy of Kyle and Tina Pakka.

We want your photos! Please send us photos of scenes that you think make SMR special. With photo credit (if
desired) and a brief description, send by email to pubs@smrhoa.com.
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